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SHARPEN YOUR SKILLS
For most of us, this month marks one year since
we have been in various lockdowns. Many of our
museums remained closed, and we are still largely
working from home. It’s been a long haul! At the
same time, we are beginning to see the end in sight
to the physical isolation caused by the pandemic. The
past year has allowed us the reexamine the values
and foundations of our museum work. It’s also been
a time for personal journeys through which we have
begun shaping how and where we will show up
differently in the post-pandemic workforce.

exploration into the critical issues of diversity, equity,
access, and inclusion for museum leadership and
mentoring practices.

March also marks the midpoint of our 3-year
POLARIS grant project. Whereas last year we built the
infrastructure of our network, this year we’re focused
on refining content and deepening engagement. You
will see these efforts in coming months as they cut
across a revamped curriculum that will be rolled out
this Spring; new opportunities to personalize your
presence in our community of practice by sharing
your stories and experiences; and a 2.5-day online
IDEA Summit planned for June that will invite deeper

I’ve marked my own transition recently having
moved into my new position as Director of the
Museum Leadership Institute at Claremont Graduate
University in January. It’s a time of transformation for
all of us as we sharpen our skills and implement new
practices for a brighter year ahead.

As we emerge from the cocoon, we invite you to
refine your leadership and mentoring skills. This
issue highlights the Nexus LAB: Layers of Leadership
framework and introduces a new “Career Corner”
featuring wisdom from your colleagues about the
job search. In times of transition, it’s useful to have a
roadmap and some company.

—Toni Guglielmo, Ph.D.
Director, Museum Leadership Institute
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Where Do You Lead?
As a POLARIS member, you have access to
self-study modules on the platform to help
you enhance your skills as a leader, mentor, or
mentee. The module on “Effective Leadership
Frameworks” introduces the Nexus LAB:
Layers of Leadership and the LeAD
6PLeadership framework.

BONUS

Generally speaking, frameworks help us
organize information into a meaningful
structure. Leadership frameworks are

particularly valuable because they highlight
knowledge, skills, and competencies that
contribute to effective leadership and success.
The Nexus LAB framework was created in
collaboration with museum professionals and
identifies the essential roles needed along six
“layers”—from leading the self to leading the
profession. Your specific roles, challenges, and
skills on this continuum can be explored in your
mentoring discussions on POLARIS.

Integrating both frameworks for your leader development.

Once you’ve identified your position on the Nexus LAB framework, you can use the
specific behaviors from the LeAD 6P framework to inform the shared skills you’d
like to sharpen. For example, Positive Persuasion (6P) behaviors support Eﬀective
Communication (Nexus), particularly in the Leading the Profession layer. You can
inspire others by appealing to their values and shared goals. If Team Building (Nexus)
is a skill you’d like to improve, People and Place (6P) specifies leadership behaviors that
effectively bring people together and create an environment for success.
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The framework also identiﬁes 21st-century skills and competencies that cut across the
six layers. Within this context-based and ﬂuid model, we may enact the shared skills
in diﬀerent ways depending on the changing priorities we face at each layer.

Shared Skills:
• Leading Organizational Culture:
Embodying and role modeling
the positive features of the
culture.

• Agile Learning: Speedy,
ﬂexible, and collaborative
learning to find solutions to
challenges.

• Polarity Thinking: Considering,
identifying, and managing
ongoing issues with opposing
sides.

• Eﬀective Communications:
Successfully receiving and
sharing information in support
of others and the organization.

• Spanning Boundaries:
Navigating through and
collaborating across the
organization’s vertical and
horizontal structures.
• Developing Expertise: Engaging
in lifelong learning to develop
deep knowledge within a
particular field and brand.
• Team Building: Working
collaboratively with others and
bringing together effective
teams across functions or
roles.
• Innovation Leadership:
Stimulating new ideas and
approaches to problem solving.

Upcoming Events

Mark Your
Calendar!
April 21, 2021
Webinar, Wed. 10-11am PT
“Leading with
Purposeful Engagement”

LeAD 6PLeadership Framework

The LeAD 6PLeadership Framework is an evidence-based
model of effective leader behaviors developed by LeAD Labs
after reviewing a vast body of organizational research.
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May 18, 2021
International Museum
Day
2021
POLARIS: The Museum Mentor Network

June1-3, 2021

Tues.-Thurs.
IDEA Summit on POLARIS
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POLARIS: The Museum Mentor Network

2021

HOLD THE DATE:

To support your leader development, visit the “Effective Leadership Frameworks”
self-study on the POLARIS platform. This module includes interactive trainings on
both frameworks, a self-assessment you can take on the 6Ps, and more!

POLARIS is organizing an IDEA
Summit on June 1-3. This online event
is free to POLARIS members and will
feature panels, workshops, keynotes,
and networking sessions. Stay tuned
7f
2021
for registration information.
POLARIS: The Museum Mentor Network
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Career Corner: How to Get Hired!
We asked POLARIS members to share their top recommendations and
strategies for landing that museum job. Here’s what they had to say...
Zinnia Willits

Executive Director, Southeastern Museums Conference
1. Prepare your cover letter: A cover letter is a powerful tool for
getting noticed in a crowd of applicants. This is a first impression, and
its importance should not be downplayed. In a few strong paragraphs
you can make the case for why you are the best candidate for the job. I
like a format that matches the major job requirements to the skills and
experience I could bring to the table; sometimes I even used columns
that state, “job requires/I offer.” A unique, succinct cover letter will usually
garner attention in a pile of applications.
2. Utilize your contacts and networks: Let your peers and professional network know which
jobs you are applying for. There is a good chance that one of your colleagues or mentors knows
someone connected to the organization. They may be able to provide additional strategy or insight
on the organizational culture that could help you prepare for an interview.
3. Research Future Projects: In your research on the organization, dig deeper to find out
about their upcoming projects/exhibits/collaborations. Have they recently received a grant to
fund a unique partnership or project? Look at press releases, see what is on the horizon for the
organization, and get excited in the interview about how you can add value to its future endeavors!

“In a few strong paragraphs you can make the case for
why you are the best candidate for the job.”
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Career Corner: Continued
Julie I. Johnson, Ph.D.

Program Director, National Science Foundation
1. Looking for a job IS a job: It entails more than just looking at job
postings and submitting applications. The job seeking process requires
time; I had to treat it as a part-time job (at a minimum).
2. Informational interviews and research: Talking to people
who occupy a position you’d like to have is another great strategy.
Understanding the pathways to a position can help you with your plan.
3. Skills inventory and translation: Take stock of your current skills. Think about how you can
translate those skills for a new context. Learning the “language” of the potential organization or
sector can help when it’s time to demonstrate how the work you’ve done in one job has readied you
for a new one.

Jennifer Riddell

Interpretation Manager, National Gallery of Art, Washington D.C.
1. Expanding my professional network: I once met the person I ended
up working for at a professional conference. We started chatting and
she told me about a public art curator position, which she anticipated
posting soon. We stayed in touch and she invited me to apply and then
to interview. I landed the job!
2. Extending my skill set and experiences: The above conversation
was sparked by my being able to talk about my experience serving on a volunteer public art
committee for the city where I was living. Although I was working as a curator at a university gallery
at the time, my volunteer work gave me credibility in the public art field and familiarity with current
issues and people working in it. Getting involved with boards, emerging leader programs, or
professional associations are great ways to extend your skill sets beyond the scope of your day job.
3. Being open to make the switch: My volunteer experience in public art enabled my transition
from curatorial work in an institutional museum to the public/local government space. It was not
a planned stop in my career trajectory, but ended up being a positive one, and an opportunity to
relocate to a new city. You should not be afraid to take a non-linear path in your career and you will
most likely make discoveries about other
work and directions that may interest
POLARIS Pro Tips:
you. At the time I accepted the public
art position, I was warned that I would
“never be able to work in a museum
again.” I eventually did return to work
in a museum setting. I believe more
varied backgrounds and experiences
are becoming increasingly valued and
relevant in the museum field.

Follow-up and send
“thank you” notes

each step of the way.
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Career Corner: How to Get Rejected!
Jay Rounds Ph.D.

Museum Studies Practitioner and Scholar
Any desirable
museum job
advertised these
days is going to
draw a LOT of
applications. Whether
an individual or a
committee is doing
the recruitment, the
task of sorting through hundreds of applications
is daunting. From my experience conducting
dozens of searches, I can tell you that most
applications may only get a few minutes of
attention. You want to design your approach to
survive the first cut, in order to get a focused
look from recruiters at what you have to offer.
But the reality is that most applicants make it
easy for the recruiter to shunt them aside.
Here are some of the ways that candidates
routinely sabotage themselves:
1. They lead with their weakest stuff, instead
of with their best stuff. Some applicants open
their cover letter with a long
paragraph about how great
the hiring museum is. The
recruiter already knows that.
They want to hear about
you. Other applicants go into
a chronological recitation of
their career. Many applicants
treat the qualifications
on the job specification
as a mandatory outline
for describing their own
experience. Either approach
is likely to bury the thing
that the recruiter will find
most interesting deep into
your narrative. The recruiter
may never read that far. Start with your best
stuff, the talents, experiences, accomplishments,
or ideas that best make your case as an asset to
the hiring museum.

2. They tell a recruiter how they are just like
every other applicant. This happens when
you rattle off a list of your admirable personal
qualities, such as diligent, team player, and
so on (everyone says the same things about
themselves), or when you follow the job spec as
an outline, making yourself sound like an echo
of the many other applicants doing the same
thing.

Tell them what
makes you

diﬀerent, not

3. They tell the recruiter
why the job would be good
for them, instead of why
they would be good for the
museum. Seriously, people
do that all the time.

4. They try to give their
entire history in the cover
letter. That’s another way to
devalue your strong stuff.
Remember that you’re trying
to avoid getting dropped
into that instant rejection
pile. Think of it this way: The
purpose of the cover letter
is to get the recruiter intrigued enough to study
your resume. The purpose of the resume is to
get an interview. Keep the recruiter wanting to
hear more.

what makes you
just one

of the crowd.
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Proﬁles: Q&A w/ Ian Kerrigan
Senior Vice President, Exhibitions at the National
9/11 Memorial & Museum, New York

and I look forward to being a
part of the growing network.

Welcome to POLARIS! Please
share a little about your work
and background.
The discovery of how museum
exhibitions are made inﬂuenced
me to become a practitioner.
I started as a project manager
and content developer, picking
up knowledge about design,
fabrication, media production,
community engagement,
and evaluation. Now I direct
a department creating
interpretive experiences for
visitors all over the world.
What made you decide to join
POLARIS?
My career has been shaped
by the thoughtfulness of
established professionals
who modeled good examples,
offered advice, and provided
me with connections. I now see
it as my responsibility to give
back to the field, particularly
to emerging professionals.
POLARIS is a long time coming,

Museum Leadership Institute
Claremont Graduate University
150 E. 10th Street
Claremont, CA 91711
https://mli.cgu.edu

MLI@CGU © 2021

What is most rewarding to
you about being a mentor?
Dedicating space for mentees
to determine their goals and
identify channels to realize
those aspirations. Joining
them on their own path of
discovery, decision making,
and prioritization and to see
where they choose to go is very
special.
In this issue, we highlight
the Nexus LAB framework.
What skills do you believe
are important to model to
emerging professionals?
Defining clear rationales for
decisions that can translate
into north stars for a project or
initiative. Finding ways to invest
in staff through professional
development, capacity building,
and creating opportunities for
ownership over projects.
What is your greatest
strength as a museum leader?
Systems thinking. Being
strategic about how staff
expertise, financial resources,
content assets, and the
procedures we utilize can be
leveraged, integrated, and

For inquiries, contact:
Toni Guglielmo, Ph.D.
Editor, Newsletter
polaris@cgu.edu
https://museummentors.org

experimented with to improve
how we work together and
the products we create for our
audiences.
What activities are helping
support your professional
growth, sanity, and focus
during the pandemic?
Besides POLARIS, I took on
the role of Managing Editor
for Exhibition, a peer-reviewed
journal of exhibition theory
and practice published by
the National Association for
Museum Exhibition and the
American Alliance of Museums.
This has been balanced by my
role at home as father of a new
baby girl!
What excites you most about
the future of museums in the
post-pandemic world?
A continued push to have
museums be actively responsive
to their communities. Be that in
terms of program development,
opening their facilities for
community gatherings,
advancing initiatives, or having
community members be part of
these processes—the survival
and success of museums is
contingent upon having all our
stakeholders feel that they
belong in and at their museums.

POLARIS: The Museum Mentor Network is made possible
in part by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
(IMLS Award MG-70-19-0055-19-0).

Find a Mentor

Be a Mentor

